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Fivefold symmetric homonuclear dipolar recoupling in rotating solids:
Application to double quantum spectroscopy

M. Hohwy,a) C. M. Rienstra, C. P. Jaroniec, and R. G. Griffinb)

Department of Chemistry and Center for Magnetic Resonance, Francis Bitter Magnet Laboratory,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139-4507

~Received 16 November 1998; accepted 21 January 1999!

We describe a new fivefold symmetric approach to homonuclear recoupling in rotating solids that
is based on rotor-synchronized, spin-lock rf irradiation of the type employed previously in
MELODRAMA and C7 ~and their derivative sequences! for 13C–13C recoupling. The fivefold
sequence, like its sevenfold relatives, isg-encoded, and therefore exhibits a theoretical efficiency of
;73% for double quantum filtering~2QF!. However, since the ratio of rf field strength,v rf/2p, to
spinning frequency,v r /2p, is lower, it is possible to operate the sequence at higher spinning rates,
and we have investigated the 2QF efficiency as a function of1H decoupling field strength at high
spinning frequencies. We observe dramatic oscillations of the recoupled signal with a period
;v r /2p indicating that the1H reservoir is behaving partially inhomogeneously. This kind of double
quantum recoupling is explored in multiple spin systems and we derive analytical forms for
polarization transfer and double quantum excitation relevant for uniformly labeled systems. Finally,
the wide applicability of the fivefold sequence is demonstrated with INADEQUATE type spectra of
uniformly 13C labeled sucrose and L-alanine. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A promising area of application of solid state nucle
magnetic resonance~NMR! techniques is the investigation o
the molecular structure of biological systems not amena
to solution NMR and diffraction techniques, such as me
brane proteins, amyloidogenic proteins, and large macro
lecular complexes.1 The customary approach in these c
cumstances involves the specific isotopic labeling of the s
of interest with spin-1/2 nuclei possessing low gyromagne
ratios, g, ~e.g., 13C and 15N), and the measurement o
dipole–dipole couplings between both ‘‘like’’ and ‘‘unlike’
nuclear spins, which provides information about the spa
connectivity and local geometry. Most of the experime
involve a combination of cross-polarization~CP!2 and magic
angle spinning~MAS!3,4 to enhance sensitivity and resolu
tion of the resulting spectra. In addition to removing t
chemical shift anisotropy~CSA!, MAS attenuates dipola
couplings among low-g nuclei. Therefore, to obtain struc
tural information from MAS experiments, the homonucle
and/or heteronuclear dipole–dipole interactions must be
stored.

To date a number of schemes have been propose
reintroduce dipolar couplings between low-g nuclei during
MAS, and early approaches are discussed in rec
reviews.5,6 Here we focus on techniques specifically d
signed to recouple homonuclear dipole–dipole interactio
such as those between13C–13C and15N–15N nuclei. Homo-
nuclear dipolar recoupling can be accomplished by man

a!Current address: Laboratory for Biomolecular NMR, Chemistry Dep
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lating either the MAS frequency or the rf irradiation, and w
refer to techniques based on these principles as rotor-dr
or rf-driven, respectively. Rotational resonance7,8 is an ex-
ample of the former which specifically recouples spins
which the isotropic chemical shift difference matches an
act submultiple of the spinning frequency.

In addition, rf irradiation can also be used to resto
homonuclear dipole–dipole couplings via manipulation
the spin variables in the Hamiltonian. Rf-driven recoupli
techniques often rely on the efficient excitation of doub
quantum coherence~2QC! or zero quantum coherenc
~ZQC! between two spin-1/2 nuclei, where both 2QC a
ZQC are correlated spin states between coupled nucle9,10

These correlated spin states can be readily selected in N
experiments by choosing an appropriate phase cyc
scheme.10,11 It should be noted here that important metho
used in the determination of local geometry in biomolecul
such as torsion angle experiments12–15 and measurements o
the relative orientation of CSA tensors,16 depend on excita-
tion of double quantum coherence between homonuc
spin pairs. Therefore, techniques that can generate 2QC
high efficiency are expected to play a major role in the a
plication of MAS NMR to problems of biological relevance

The initial rf-driven recoupling techniques, e.g
DRAMA,17,18DICSY,19 RFDR,20,21and USEME22 produced
a number of interesting spectra, but they are neverthe
sensitive to isotropic chemical shift differences, the size
the CSAs of the recoupled spins, etc. For example, RF
does not efficiently recouple closely spaced resonances,
DRAMA only recouples closely spaced resonances with v
ishing shift anisotropy. Further, during these experiment
was noticed that significant intensity losses occurred w

-
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the high and low frequency rf fields were not mismatched
a ratio greater than about three,21,23,24 a condition initially
described by Aueet al.25 in connection with chemical shif
scaling.

The next generation of recoupling techniques, which
cluded RIL,26 MELODRAMA,27 and DRAWS,28 were de-
signed to correct some of these problems. Thus, RIL
DRAWS exhibit improved bandwidths, and MELODRAMA
achieves a large bandwidth with relatively low rf power
four or five times the spinning frequency. However, the
techniques also displayed residual error terms in their a
age Hamiltonians and/or low theoretical efficiency in t
sense that approximately 50% of the polarization is lost d
ing the double quantum filtration. An approach to partia
circumvent this signal loss was proposed by Leeet al.,29

with the C7 pulse sequence, which extended the ro
synchronized spin-locking scheme of MELODRAMA27 to
sevenfold symmetry. The C7 sequence combined the
CSA dependence with a higher theoretical upper bound
the efficiency of double quantum excitation. The improv
efficiency of C7 was due to the idea ofg-encoding, first
explored in the HORROR experiment,30 whereg in this con-
text is one of the Euler angles relating the crystallite frame
the rotor frame.g-encoding improves the efficiency o
double quantum filtration by making it independent of theg
angle to first order,30 and allows polarization transfer or fil
tering of double quantum coherence with a theoretical e
ciency of up to 73%. Recently, the introduction of C7 ty
pulse sequences which are compensated for high-order
terms, POST-C731 and CMR7,32 made possible robust an
broadband recoupling of the homonuclear dipole–dipole
teraction.

The POST-C7 and CMR7 pulse sequences are base
the fundamental sevenfold symmetry proposed by L
et al.,29 which still presents a problem in terms of1H decou-
pling as mentioned above. In particular, experiments ba
on the C7 symmetry require the rf field on the observe ch
nel ~e.g.,13C) to be matched to 7 times the MAS frequenc
and therefore, the rf amplitude used for1H decoupling
should be approximately 21 times the spinning freque
~three times the observe-channel field23,24!. While the first
condition is relatively easy to satisfy, even at reasona
high spinning frequencies (v r /2p5;10 kHz!, the decou-
pling matching condition is a serious problem which oft
hinders the realization of the full potential of the sevenfo
symmetric techniques. At high magnetic fields and in sol
with strong 1H–13C couplings, such as most bio-organ
molecules, the C7 type sequences often cannot excite do
quantum coherence with efficiencies that exceed the 5
theoretical maximum ofg-dependent techniques.31

In this paper we demonstrate that the efficiency
double quantum excitation can be improved ing-encoded
homonuclear recoupling techniques by reducing the sym
try of a rotor-synchronized spin-locking pulse sequence fr
seven- to fivefold. We show that this can be achieved wit
phase-inversion supercycle without compromising the C
compensation. Furthermore, the proper choice of subc
ensures stability toward isotropic offset and rf-field inhom
geneity comparable to POST-C7 and CMR7. The improv
y
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performance of the new pulse sequence, labeled SPC-5~Su-
percycled POST-C5!, relies on a lower matching require
ment~5 to 1! between the rf field on the observe channel a
MAS frequency. Thus, with SPC-5 it is possible to empl
higher spinning frequencies (v r /2p>10 kHz! without con-
current excessive signal loss due to insufficient1H decou-
pling.

To demonstrate that the SPC-5 pulse sequence m
double quantum spectroscopy generally feasible in co
pounds containing strongly coupled protons and facilita
the studies of bioorganic solids, we have used the seque
to record INADEQUATE type spectra of two uniformly13C
labeled compounds, L-alanine and sucrose. Double quan
coherences were excited with high efficiency between ne
boring 13C spins in two different versions of a doub
quantum–single quantum correlation experiment, which
abled a straightforward assignment of the13C resonances.

II. THEORY

A. The SPC-5 pulse sequence

The high field truncated Hamiltonian for a general NM
interaction of rankl in the interaction frame determined b
the rf irradiation of a given pulse sequence can in the st
case be written as

H̃~ t !5 (
m52l

l

dm,0~u~ t !!e2 im~f~ t !1c!Tl,m , ~1!

wheref(t) andu(t) depend on the details of the rf irradiatio
andc is an overall phase of the pulse sequence,dm,0(u(t)) is
a reduced Wigner element, andTl,m is an irreducible tensor
operator33 of rank l. Consider a C7 type sequence,29 which
consists ofn periods of rf irradiation which are identica
~these subcycles will be referred to asC elements in the
following! except for an overall phase shift of2p/n between
each block of irradiation~i.e., cp5p2p/n, p50,1, . . . ,n
21) and timed to spanN rotor periods. The first-order av
erage Hamiltonian of such a sequence can be written as29

H̃ ~1!5
1

n (
p50

n21

(
m,m

ṽl,m
~m!expS 2 i

2p

n
~m1mN!pDTl,m , ~2!

where

ṽl,m
~m!5

n

Nt r
E

0

Ntr /n

v~m!dm,0~u~t!!e2 i ~mf~t!1mvrt!dt, ~3!

and the Fourier componentsv (m) are defined in Ref. 8. A
necessary condition for a given component of the first-or
average Hamiltonian characterized by spin and spatial in
cesm andm to be nonzero is therefore:

m1Nm5qn, ~4!

whereq is an integer. However, since Eq.~3! can be zero due
to the specific design of the subcycle, Eq.~4! is not a neces-
sary condition.

Consider now two concatenated C7 type cycles with
overall phase shift ofF. The total average Hamiltonian fo
each interaction~chemical shift, dipolar coupling, etc.! is
then
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H̃ ~1!5
1

2n (
p50

n21

(
m,m

~11e2 imF!ṽl,m
~m!

3expS 2 i
2p

n
~m1mN!pDTl,m . ~5!

FIG. 1. Two versions, a nonconstant time~a! and constant time~b!, of the
INADEQUATE experiment employing SPC-5 for 2Q excitation. Afte
ramped CP, longitudinal sum polarization is created by a 90° pulse, whic
followed by az-filter ~see the text for details! for one rotor period. Subse
quently, the SPC-5 sequence@described in detail in~a!# is initiated, during
which the longitudinal polarization of dipolar coupled nuclei evolves into
double quantum state. Isotropic chemical shift evolution duringt1 is fol-
lowed by a 2Q reconversion step. Anotherz-filter period followed by a 90°
pulse creates detectable transverse magnetization. cw decoupling is
during the SPC-5 irradiation, and TPPM decoupling duringt1 evolution and
acquisition. The 2Q reconversion block in~a! and~b! is hatched to indicate
the use of a double quantum phase cycle.
By proper choice of the phase angleF, this sequence allows
more favorable choices of the symmetry numbersN and n,
since the phase-inversion supercycle step can be used to
components of undesired symmetry.

In this work we explore the choice ofF5p which elimi-
nates allm561 components of the average Hamiltonia
With F5p it is possible to obtaing-encoded recoupling with
n55 andN52 and still eliminate all CSA terms. The resul
ing pulse sequence~SPC-5! is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, a
symmetry diagram similar to the one first suggested by L
itt and co-workers34 is shown for the rotor synchronize
spin-locking experiments MELODRAMA, C7, and SPC-
The diagrams show how the different synchronization c
ditions employed in these sequences match different pair
spin and spatial components in the effective Hamiltoni
The dashed lines indicate the components which are sym
try allowed and can be recoupled. Notably, this diagram d
not give information about thesizeof the recoupled compo
nents which depends on the actual form of the specific s
cycle.

We note the following features on this graphical analy
of the first-order average Hamiltonian:~i! to ensure
g-encoded recoupling, every spin componentm should be
connected to only one spatial componentm,29,30 ~ii ! for pure
dipolar recoupling without interference from CSA or heter
nuclear couplings onlym562 spin components should b
connected to a spatial component29 unless the given term
vanishes through Eq.~3!, ~iii ! the phase inversion supercyc
employed in MELODRAMA and SPC-5 filters unwante
m561 components~indicated by vertical lines!, ~iv! the rf to
spinning frequency match is given assn/N, where s (s
5v rft/2p, wheret is the duration of a subcycle andv rf the
field amplitude! is the number of 2p nutations in one sub-
cycle (s52 for C7, POST-C7, CMR7, and SPC-5!.

It is clearly seen from Fig. 2 that the MELODRAMA
sequence, for whichn54, does not fulfill condition~i! and
therefore is notg-encoded~e.g.,m52 couples tom51 and
m521). Furthermore this choice of symmetry seems to
low recoupling of unwanted longitudinal dipolar and sh
terms as noted by Leeet al.,29 since theseTl,0 spin compo-
nents couple to doubly rotating spatial components~cf. Fig.

is

sed
a
etry
FIG. 2. Symmetry diagrams~similar to the one proposed by Levitt and co-workers—Ref. 34! for MELODRAMA, C7, and SPC-5. The diagrams are
graphical representation of Eq.~4! rearranged asNm52m1qn to display the components in the first-order average Hamiltonian allowed by the symm
of the phase super cycle.
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2!. However consideration of the specific subcycle sho
that these terms are actually zero.32

Increasingn to 7 and omitting the phase inversion supe
cycle leads to the C7 sequence~cf. Fig. 2! which fulfills ~i!
and~ii ! but poses a problem in terms of decoupling since
n/N ratio ~iv! is almost doubled in this case compared
MELODRAMA. One way around this problem is to tak
advantage of the blockedm561 spin components in the
phase inversion approach and settingn55, leading to the
SPC-5 sequence~cf. Fig. 2!, which satisfies~i! and ~ii ! with
only a moderate increase in then/N ratio. It is noted that five
cycles could also be timed to match three rotor periods,
N53 andn55, leading to a much lower matching conditio
but at the cost of a lower scaling factor.

The matching of rf field to the spinning frequency d
pends highly on the choice of the specific subcycle used
the C element. The most economical choice with respec
the rf field would be a simple 2p pulse (s51) corresponding
for the SPC-5 sequence to av rf /v r ratio of 2.5. However,
this cycle is very poorly compensated toward error terms
we therefore chose to exploit the possibility to use hig
compensated subcycles inherent to this type of sequence
retain the benefits of high stability toward isotropic shifts,
inhomogeneity, and CSA, one of the two newly develop
compensation schemes should be used:~i! either the POST
element,31 which averages out important error terms ov
one cycle or~ii ! the CMR732 supercycling technique which
achieves a high degree of compensation over two cycles
keep the cycle time of the total sequence down we h
chosen the POST cycle in this study. It is noted that since
fivefold symmetric sequence uses less rf power at the s
spinning frequency compared to the sevenfold symmetric
quences, it is expected that error terms scale up accordin
For example, the residual fifth-order pure offset term of
POST scheme31 scales as (v0)5/(v rf)

4. Furthermore, since
for the same spinning frequency the CSA terms are avera
over the double time~four rotor periods! compared to the
sevenfold symmetric sequences the dependence of C
could also be a potential problem. However, numerical sim
lations and experimental results suggest that neither of th
issues imposes a serious limitation on the SPC-5 seque
particularly when higher MAS rates are used. In fact, sim
lations indicate that the CSA compensation achieved w
SPC-5 is actually better compared to the previous C7 t
experiments. The scaling of the dipolar interaction can
calculated using Eq.~6! in Ref. 31 withn55. In the notation
of that paper the scaling is

uk5
14̄3u'0.203, ~6!

where the superscript refers to the POSTC element and the
subscript to the number of subcycles in two rotor perio
For comparison, the scaling of the sevenfold symmetric
quences is;0.232 and it is 3/8A2 ~;0.265! for C` ~con-
tinuous rotation symmetry, i.e.,n→`). The condition of
continuous rotation symmetry is of course unrealistic,
interestingly, it provides us with an upper bound to the sc
ing factor for pulse sequences of this kind.
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B. Recoupling in multispin systems

The derivation of the SPC-5 sequence given above
strictly limited to the spin-pair approximation. An interestin
potential of recoupling methods lies in the application
these methods to uniformly13C labeled compounds, takin
advantage of the high resolution achieved in MAS NM
Under such circumstances multiple-spin interactions mus
considered to correctly predict the experimental results. T
analysis can easily be extended to multispin systems sinc
first order, no three-spin terms~or higher! will appear in the
average Hamiltonian. Hence, for ag-encoded recoupling se
quence, the average Hamiltonian fork coupled spins will be
of the form:

H̃D
~1!5(

i . j

k

di , j~b i j !~e2 i ~g i j 2x!T2,2
i j 1ei ~g i j 2x!T2,22

i j !, ~7!

where

di , j~b i j !5
1

2
bi j sin~2b i j !U3in3~12exp$4ip/n%!

8A2p~4n221!
U ~8!

andbi j is the dipolar coupling between nucleii andj, b i j and
g i j are theb and g Euler angles relating the principal ax
system of thei–j dipolar coupling to the rotor fixed frame
The factor within the brackets in Eq.~8! is thesizeandx @in
Eq. ~7!# is thephaseof the scaling factor~the scaling factor
is a complex number! of the pulse sequence andn is the
symmetry number~5 for SPC-5, and 7 for C7, POST-C7, an
CMR7!.

As mentioned above this effective Hamiltonian can
used as a polarization-transfer step in homonuclear corr
tion spectroscopy27,32 or as a double quantum generator
filtering experiments,29,30 INADEQUATE type experi-
ments,35–40 and torsion angle experiments.12–15 When used
for polarization transfer in multispin systems this effecti
Hamiltonian will lead to magnetization transfer between tw
noncoupled nuclei if they are dipolar coupled to the sa
third nucleus~polarization transfer can occur between a sp
A and a spinC, if A is dipolar coupled to a third spinB and
B to C!. In the following we refer to this process as indire
polarization transfer. It was previously observed27 that indi-
rect transfer of this kind would produce cross peaks of s
(21)n in correlation spectra, wheren50,1,2 is the number
of couplings involved in the transfer process, i.e., posit
diagonal peak, negative cross peak to directly bonded nu
and positive cross peak to indirectly coupled nuclei. This c
be explained41 by deriving polarization transfer functionsp
for a three-spin system, i.e., evaluating the function:

pj~t!5Tr$exp~2 iH̃ D
~1!t !I z

1 exp~ iH̃ D
~1!t !I z

j %, j 51,2,3,
~9!

where pj (t) is the amount of longitudinal polarization o
spin j at timet. The effective Hamiltonian in Eq.~7! can be
factored in the following way:

H̃D
~1!~b,g!5e2 i I zgH̃D

~1!~b,0!eiI zg, ~10!

with
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I zg5(
i 51

3

ci I z
i , ci5

1
2~g i j 1gki2g jk2x!, j ,kÞ i .

~11!

By inserting Eq.~10! in Eq. ~9! and using the invariance o
the trace to cyclic permutation of the matrix product it can
shown thatpj (t) is independent ofg i j and x. Analytical
diagonalization of the remaining, real, effective Hamiltoni
leads to

p1~t!5r 24~b21~a21g2!cos@rt # !2, ~12!

p2~t!522r 24~a42b2g21a2~b21g2!1~a21b2!

3~a21g2!cos@rt # !sin2@ 1
2rt #, ~13!

p3~t!522r 24~g42b2a21g2~b21a2!1~g21b2!

3~a21g2!cos@rt # !sin2@ 1
2rt #, ~14!

where

r 5Aa21b21g2, ~15!

and a5bAB , b5bBC , g5bAC are the three possible cou
plings in a three-spin system.

For the typical situationa;b@g, g can be neglected
and Eqs.~13! and ~14! will have different signs and henc
give rise to cross peaks of different sign~cf. Fig. 3!. This
effect was recently exploited to facilitate assignment in
two-dimensional homonuclear correlation spectrum
erythromycin-A.32 Furthermore, it is seen from these equ
tions that polarization transfer processes using this kind
recoupling sequence in uniformly labeled systems will
governed only by the direct~strong! couplings41 since the
coupling constants appear as square sums in Eqs.~12!–~14!.
A similar effect can be expected in INADEQUATE typ
spectra using a recoupling technique such as SPC-5 s
double quantum coherence excited betweenA andB will be
partly reconverted to coherence on theC spin if B andC are
coupled. This provides an indirect correlation ofA to C. The
intensities of the peaks at the shifts for spinA, B, andC in
the slice corresponding to the sum chemical shift ofA andB
in an INADEQUATE type spectrum are given by

pj~t!5Tr@eiH̃ D
~1!tF̂AB

2Q$e2 iH̃ D
~1!tI ze

iH̃ D
~1!t%e2 iH̃ D

~1!tI z
j #,

j 51,2,3, ~16!

whereF̂AB
2Q5uI 1

A I 1
B &^I 1

A I 1
B u1uI 2

A I 2
B &^I 2

A I 2
B u is the projection

superoperator corresponding to filtration of double quant
coherence between theAB spin pair. Equation~16! can be
evaluated along the same lines as Eqs.~12!–~14!, leaving out
the complex phase factor in the effective dipolar Ham
tonian, leading to the results:

p1~t!5232r 24~~a21b2!g2 cos2@ 1
2rt #cos@rt #sin4@ 1

2rt # !,
~17!

p2~t!54r 24~g2 cos@rt #~b21~a21g2!cos@rt # !sin2@rt # !,
~18!

p3~t!54r 24~g2 cos@rt #~a21~b21g2!cos@rt # !sin2@rt # !.
~19!
e

e
f
-
f

e

ce

-

Again, we see that the spin dynamics will be determined
the strong couplings and we expect a change of sign in
indirectly correlated peak. In Fig. 3 we compare the anal
cal solutions in Eqs.~12!–~14! and Eqs.~17!–~19! to results
from numerically exact calculations for a three-spin syste

Besides providing fundamental analytical insight into t
spin dynamics of many-body problems, we expect that s
analytical forms may be useful for the processing of mu
dimensional experiments employing SPC-5 recoupling~or
C7 type recoupling! in combination with13C–1H or 13C–15N
dephasing periods to extract torsion angles.

III. EXPERIMENT

Uniformly 13C labeled diammonium oxalate~DAOX!,
L-alanine, sucrose, and@1,2-13C, 15N#glycine were obtained
from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories~Andover, MA!.
DAOX, L-alanine and sucrose were diluted to 10%, 10
and 20%, respectively, in natural abundance materials to
tenuate intermolecular13C–13C couplings and model the
conditions of a macromolecule. All samples were cen
packed in 4 or 5 mm zirconia rotors from Chemagnet
~Fort Collins, CO! to maximize the rf homogeneity acros
the sample.

NMR experiments were performed at several magne
field strengths using custom-designed spectrometers and
acquisition and processing software courtesy of Dr. D.
Ruben. In all experiments the spinning frequency was re
lated using Doty Scientific~Columbia, SC! spin rate control-

FIG. 3. Polarization transfer functions~a!–~c! for a three-spin system(ABC)
calculated using Eqs.~12!–~14! ~circles! and numerically exact calculation
~lines!. Intensities~d!–~f! for the same resonances in theAB slice through
the indirect dimension of an INADEQUATE type experiment using Eq
~17!–~19! ~circles! and numerical calculations~lines!. A linear topology was
chosen for the spin system, i.e.,bAB5bBC5bAC , with bAB5bBC5500.0
Hz andbAC50. Qualitatively, other topologies display the same behavio
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lers. The spinning frequency was controlled to65 Hz for
spinning in the 5–8 kHz range and to615 Hz for 15 kHz
spinning.

The curves in Fig. 4 were recorded on a spectrome
operating at Larmor frequencies of 198.8 MHz for1H and
50.0 MHz for 13C. A custom-designed triple resonan
transmission-line probe~250–300 kHz maximum decouplin
field! was used, equipped with a Chemagnetics 5 mm s
ning module assembly.

The data in Figs. 5 and 6, illustrating the efficiency
double quantum excitations as a function of heteronuc
decoupling field for SPC-5, POST-C7, and CMR7, were
quired at1H frequency of 360.3 MHz~90.6 MHz 13C). A
commercial Chemagnetics probe that provided maximum
coupling fields of approximately 130 kHz and equipped w
a 4 mm spinning module assembly was used. Experim
were performed at spinning frequencies in the range
5.556–15.151 kHz, corresponding to13C fields from 27.8 to
75.8 kHz, as required by the SPC-5 pulse sequence.

INADEQUATE type experiments on uniformly13C la-
beled L-alanine and sucrose~Figs. 7 and 8! were performed
using a spectrometer operating at1H and13C frequencies of
397.8 and 100.0 MHz, respectively. The custom-desig
triple resonance transmission-line probe used, was equip

FIG. 4. ~a! Experimental double quantum filtering efficiencies for t
13C–13C spin pair in@1,2–13C#DAOX as a function of mean offset for C7
~solid line!, POST-C7~dotted line!, CMR7 ~dashed line!, and SPC-5~dot
dashed line!. A double quantum excitation time of 0.672 ms was used.~b!
Sum polarization~see the text! as a function of excitation time for the sam
four recoupling sequences. Experiments were performed at 198.8 MH1H
frequency and 5.952 kHz~65 Hz! MAS rate. 150 kHz cw decoupling wa
used during the 2Q excitation and reconversion periods and the FID
acquired using 100 kHz TPPM decoupling. The horizontal solid line in
cates the;73% theoretical maximum of 2Q filtering efficiency attainab
usingg-encoded recoupling techniques.
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FIG. 5. Double quantum filtering efficiencies for@1,2–13C, 15N] glycine as
a function of the rf amplitude used for cw1H decoupling at 5.556~a!, 8.000
kHz ~b!, and 10.000 kHz~c!, for SPC-5~circles!, CMR7 ~squares!, and
POST-C7 ~triangles!. The double quantum excitation times were 0.72
0.750, and 0.800 ms, respectively. Experiments were performed at 3
MHz 1H frequency and 83 kHz TPPM decoupling was used during acq
sition. The number of points shown in the graphs was reduced for clar

FIG. 6. 2QF efficiencies as a function of1H decoupling power for different
MAS rates:~a! 10.000,~b! 12.048,~c! 12.987, and~d! 15.151 kHz. The
double quantum excitation times were 0.800, 0.664, 0.616, and 0.528
respectively. Other experimental parameters were set as described in ca
of Fig. 5.
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FIG. 7. Constant-time INAD-
EQUATE type spectrum of
@U–13C#L-alanine, which correlates
the double and single quantum fre
quencies of each peak using SPC-5
the 2Q generator. The asterisk marks
negative cross peak arising from ind
rect coherence transfer~see the text for
details!. The spectrum was acquired a
397.8 MHz 1H frequency and 8.000
kHz MAS, with 0.500 ms double
quantum excitation time. 122 kHz cw
1H decoupling was applied during the
SPC-5 sequence and 83 kHz TPPM1H
decoupling during thet1 evolution and
acquisition.
e
e
e

c

m
2
gi
-
d,
a

d
the

nce

PPM

pe

ffer-
gle
with a 4 mm Chemagnetics spinner module, and provid
maximum decoupling fields of about 125 kHz. Spinning fr
quency was controlled at 8.000 kHz. The recycle delays w
3.0 and 60.0 s for L-alanine and sucrose, respectively.

The pulse sequence used to excite double quantum
herences between13C nuclei is shown in Fig. 1~a!. Ramped
cross polarization42 was used to transfer magnetization fro
1H to 13C nuclei~typical fields 30–40 kHz; contact time 1–
ms!. This was followed by a 90° pulse, which creates lon
tudinal polarization on the13C spins. Subsequently, low
power cw1H decoupling was applied for one rotor perio
which allows unwanted transverse magnetization to deph
d
-
re

o-

-

se

~z-filter!. The longitudinal polarization of dipolar couple
13C spin pairs evolves into a double quantum state during
period of recoupling rf irradiation~SPC-5!. Isotropic chemi-
cal shift evolution takes place duringt1 which is followed by
a period of SPC-5 irradiation to reconvert the 2Q cohere
into longitudinal polarization. Anotherz-filter followed by a
90° pulse creates detectable transverse magnetization. T
decoupling43 is used during the acquisition of the FID.

The pulse sequences used to obtain INADEQUATE ty
spectra of sucrose and L-alanine are shown in Figs. 1~a! and
1~b!, respectively. These sequences demonstrate two di
ent approaches toward performing double quantum–sin
-
as
-
l

-
p-
FIG. 8. INADEQUATE type spectrum
of @U–13C#sucrose, which correlates
the double and single quantum fre
quencies of each peak using SPC-5
the 2Q generator. The indirect dimen
sion, t1 , was incremented in integra
rotor periods, providing a suitable
spectral width of the double quantum
dimension. Other experimental param
eters were set as described in the ca
tion of Fig. 7.
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quantum correlation spectroscopy in rotating solids~vide in-
fra!.

IV. DISCUSSION

At low static field ~200 MHz 1H frequency! the decou-
pling power available to us~250–300 kHz! is sufficient to
decouple the strong1H–13C interactions while recoupling
13C–13C homonuclear couplings using C7 type sequences
this regime of sufficient decoupling we observe behavior
very close agreement with a two-spin model. In Fig. 4
show such results obtained at 200 MHz1H frequency. Figure
4~a! displays the 2QF efficiency for C7, POST-C7, CMR
and SPC-5 as a function of mean offset for 1,2-13C labeled
diammonium oxalate~DAOX!. The narrow band perfor
mance of the C7 sequence is due to residual offset terms
cross terms between offset and rf inhomogeneity as dem
strated in other studies.31,32 It is seen that the compensatio
scheme used for the SPC-5 sequence works quite well e
with the lower power used for this sequence~5/7 of the sev-
enfold symmetric sequences!. Figure 4~b! displays the ob-
servable^I Z1SZ& as a function of excitation time. As pre
dicted from the scaling factor, SPC-5 displays the slow
oscillation. However, it is also noted, that there is a sign
cant spread in the oscillation frequencies of the seven
symmetric sequences, which have identical dipolar sca
factors to first order.

At higher magnetic field strength the proton–carbon h
eronuclear couplings become exceedingly more difficult
decouple. Partly because the available decoupling fields
lower, but even at the same decoupling fields the signal
is greater at higher magnetic fields. We ascribe this effec
the increased proton CSAs in combination with the low o
set tolerance of cw decoupling.43 Figure 5 shows typical re
sults on a 360 MHz1H frequency spectrometer. The curv
display the 2QF efficiency as a function of the decoupl
power at 5.556, 8.000, and 10.000 kHz spinning, resp
tively. At these spinning frequencies the SPC-5 seque
uses a carbon rf field of 27.8, 40.0, and 50.0 kHz, resp
tively. The corresponding numbers for the sevenfold sy
metric sequences are 38.9, 56.0, and 70.0 kHz. The gen
picture for low spinning frequencies@cf. Fig. 5~a!# is that
virtually no double quantum excitation is obtained at dec
pling powers less than twice the carbon rf field. Above t
condition the efficiency rises steeply until a three-to-one m
match between the decoupling and observe fields is satis
At this point the slope of the curves decreases, but eve
this level of decoupling the curves continue to rise, sugg
ing that the decoupling remains insufficient. At higher sp
ning frequencies~and higher observe channel rf field! two
complicating observations were made:~i! The weak oscilla-
tions observed at low spinning frequencies develop into
nificant maxima superimposed on the sigmoidal curve
served at lower MAS frequencies. The spacing of th
maxima approximately equals the spinning frequency
clearly indicates that the MAS plays an important role
averaging residual dipolar couplings at high spinning f
quencies.~ii ! The decoupling curve shifts down at high
MAS frequencies~higher observe fields! so that 2Q coher-
ences can be excited even at decoupling fields lower t
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two times the observe field. At 8.000 kHz@cf. Fig. 5~b!# this
is particularly true for the sevenfold symmetric sequenc
However, the same effect is observed for SPC-5 at hig
spinning frequencies and at 12 kHz MAS~60 kHz observe
field! and;120 kHz cw decoupling~see Fig. 6! we observed
about 55% 2QF efficiency for SPC-5. This seems to indic
that the absolute field strength as well as the mismatch r
of the decoupling and observe fields in addition to the MA
frequency determine the signal loss due to strongly coup
protons. A more detailed analysis of the decoupling dyna
ics will be presented elsewhere.

As expected, the greater mismatch of the decoupling
observe fields in the case of SPC-5 makes the slope of
corresponding curves steeper and shifted down to lower
coupling fields. In practice this means that higher 2QF e
ciency can be obtained at lower decoupling levels. In t
study ~Fig. 5! a commercial probe from Chemagnetics w
used and we were limited to decoupling fields<130 kHz. In
this typical situation the SPC-5 sequence generally g
higher 2QF efficiencies than the sevenfold symmetric
quences. This was particularly true at high spinning frequ
cies. At 12–13 kHz MAS.50% 2QF efficiency was ob
tained using SPC-5 whereas the C7 type sequences wer
feasible under these conditions due to limitations in the
serve channel rf field.

INADEQUATE type spectroscopy35–40in which the sum
chemical shift of two coupled nuclei is correlated with ea
of the isotropic shifts offers the advantage compared to
correlation spectroscopy of not producing diagonal pe
and therefore potentially slightly better resolution. Furth
more, the J coupling between resonances supporting
double quantum coherence will not be active in thet1 period
and one of the line broadening mechanisms in uniform
labeled systems will thus be reduced relative to the spec
range. Preferably, such experiments should be carried o
high magnetic field for optimum sensitivity and resolutio
In this case it is desirable to conduct the experiment un
reasonably high frequency MAS to avoid dispersion of t
intensity of the signal into spinning sidebands due to CS
As discussed above, strong heteronuclear13C–1H couplings
will compromise the performance of recoupling techniqu
which use high rf fields on the observe channel. In this ca
the lower rf requirements of the SPC-5 sequence make
good choice as the double quantum generator. As a dem
stration, INADEQUATE type spectra using SPC-5~see Fig.
1!, correlating 2Q and 1Q frequencies of uniformly13C la-
beled L-alanine and sucrose are shown in Figs. 7 and
respectively.

The INADEQUATE type spectrum of L-alanine show
in Fig. 7 was performed in aconstant-timefashion @Fig.
1~b!#, i.e., the delay between the double quantum excitat
and reconversion blocks, labeled as solid-white and hatc
respectively, in Fig. 1, remains constant throughout the
periment. A period,t, equal to an even number of roto
cycles, is inserted between the double quantum excita
and reconversion blocks. Att150, a single 180° pulse is
placed with its center precisely att/2 following the excita-
tion block. The indirect dimension,t1 , is incremented in 50
ms steps, as the 180° pulse is moved toward the reconver
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block. This gives rise to an evolution period of the su
chemical shift of the two resonances supporting the dou
quantum coherence. TheJ coupling between these two spin
will not affect the double quantum coherence, whereasJ cou-
plings to extraneous spins will. However, since the hom
nuclear13C–13C isotropicJ couplings are invariant to thep
pulse, theJ interaction will not evolve as a function oft1 but
it will result in an overall decay of the signal. Note that d
to the presence of an odd number of 180° pulses between
double quantum excitation and reconversion blocks, the n
orthogonal phase shifts of the SPC-5 sequence in the re
version block must be performed in reverse compared to
excitation sequence. This changes the sign of theg angle in
the phase factor of theg angle in the phase factor of th
effective Hamiltonian@cf. Eq. ~7!# and therefore takes into
account the 180° pulse which has a similar effect on
double quantum coherence.44 For this experiment, the spec
tral width can be chosen independently of the spinning
quency.

The spectrum displays the expected CO–Ca and Cb– Ca

correlations. We note that the spinning sideband manifold
the indirect dimension for the CO and Ca are identical since
they are determined by the sum CSAs of the two spins.16 As
predicted in Sec. II, we also observe a small negative p
~marked with an asterisk!, correlating the double quantum
coherence of Cb– Ca to the isotropic shift of CO leading to
an indirect correlation analogous to what has previously b
observed in single quantum correlation spectroscopy.27,32 As
in the single quantum case this is a very useful feature of
spectrum which can help the assignment of resonance
more complicated spectra.

An example of a more crowded spectrum is provided
the sucrose INADEQUATE type spectrum shown in Fig.
In this experiment, the double quantum reconversion bl
immediately follows the excitation block fort150 @see Fig.
1~a!#, andt1 is incremented in multiples of the rotor perio
Phase sensitive detection in thet1 dimension45 was achieved
by acquiring two separate data sets with the overall ph
shift of 0° and 45° on the 2Q reconversion sequen
~hatched!. The t1 evolution was rotor synchronized so th
only isotropic shift and homonuclearJ coupling interactions
~except those acting between the spin pairs which suppor
double quantum coherence! will influence the spin dynamics
in this dimension. This assumes that the influence fr
13C–13C dipolar couplings is negligible at this spinning fr
quency.31P spectra obtained using similar pulse sequen
~using C7 instead of SPC-5 as the 2Q generator! of com-
pounds without interference from strong1H couplings have
previously been presented.38–40

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented a newg-encoded re-
coupling sequence that is less demanding in terms of de
pling which allows higher spinning frequencies than the
type sequences. This was achieved by redesigning the s
metry of the recoupling scheme so as to allow a more fav
able choice of the rf matching condition. As demonstrat
this may at some decoupling fields lead to significantly
creased double quantum filtering efficiency. The seque
le
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was shown to perform well with a variety of samples,
home-built transmission line probes as well as on a comm
cial probe with a more modestQ factor. Due to the combi-
nation of high double quantum efficiency throughg-encoded
recoupling and the possibility to spin fast, we expect that t
sequence will find use as a double quantum generato
torsion angle experiments and other experiments aime
solving the structure of biologically relevant molecule
where an optimum signal to noise ratio is crucial.
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